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Abstract — In free-viewpoint television, high-quality depth
maps are substantial for a virtual view synthesis for free
navigation purposes. In this paper, we propose a new method of
depth map quality improvement and resolution increase. Our
method is intended for low resolution depth maps acquired
through estimation using multiview video. The proposed depth
map quality improvement is based on segmentation of an
acquired high-resolution image. In the estimated depth map,
searching for outliers is performed in the neighborhood created
from similar segments in the acquired view. Experimental results
show high effectiveness of the presented method of depth maps
refinement, especially for object edges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the demand for development of new video-based
solutions related to Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality is
rapidly growing. For the video technology, this implies a need
to develop the efficient tools for virtual navigation within
natural 3D scenes. Such functionality will be provided by
Free-viewpoint Television (FTV) [1]. A viewer of such
interactive video can move his/her virtual viewpoint at any
time. The viewpoints available for an FTV viewer are not
limited to the locations of the real cameras located around a
scene, but any virtual view from any viewpoint around a scene
can be created using the virtual view synthesis. Potential
applications of future FTV systems include sports and
performance broadcastings as well as interactive courses and
teaching materials.

The most challenging step towards the virtual view
synthesis is depth estimation [2]. For a view, the depth map
can be obtained using the depth sensors (e. g. Microsoft
Kinect, time-of-flight cameras). Unfortunately, the usage of
such active sensors in multiview systems is problematic
because of possible interferences between multiple sensors
and their limited usability for outdoor scenes. Software depth
estimation is free of aforementioned flaws, nevertheless it is
very time consuming. One of the possibilities is depth
estimation from the views with reduced resolution.
Unfortunately, the quality of the synthesized views for the
low-resolution depth maps is moderate, especially near the
edges. Therefore, we propose a fast method for depth maps
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upsampling and refinement in order to achieve high quality of
synthesized virtual views
II. RELATED WORK

The concept of depth map upsampling or refinement has
been already studied because of the difficulty and the
complexity of estimation the depth maps with high resolution.
The largest group of existing algorithms focuses mainly on
depth map upsampling [3-5].

The methods [4,5] are based mainly on multi-lateral and
multi-dimensional filtering which gives a possibility of very
efficient real-time implementations. However, this approach is
not very efficient for algorithmically estimated depth maps.
The filtering highly reduces a noise on noisy fragments of a
depth map but does not recover a depth of objects incorrectly
assigned to a background of the scene. Such methods are
better suited for the use with depth sensors.
Other algorithms [6,7] focus on a filling of the holes in the
depth maps. Such holes result from occlusions present in the
acquired scene. Also aforementioned method [3] uses
segmentation to inpaint holes in depth maps. However, the
depth map completion is especially needed when depth
sensors are used. In the spatially consistent multi-view depth
map estimation [8] the number of occluded regions is highly
reduced, therefore, the process of depth map holes filling is
not required

An interesting method [9] is based on matching the
segments in stereopair to reconstruct high-quality and
upscaled depth maps. A similarity and a size of corresponding
segments in the left and the right view of stereopair is very
high because of the small distance between cameras and their
parallel optical axes. Unfortunately, this is not true for sparse
arrangement of arbitrally located cameras.
III. DEPTH MAP ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

Before the proposed method of upsampling and refinement
of depth maps will be described it is necessary to introduce the
basics and techniques of depth map estimation.

In order to calculate the depth of a point, it has to be
simultaneously visible by at least two cameras [2]. In the
simplest methods, called local estimation methods, the process
of the depth estimation is performed independently for all
points of an acquired image. For each point a search for most
similar corresponding point in another view is performed. The

point in another image with the highest similarity to actually
processed point is chosen as the best and used for depth
calculation. Methods in this group usually differ in used points
similarity metric. Independent calculations for each point
make it possible to estimate the depth in real time.
Nevertheless, the quality of resulting depth maps is too low for
virtual view synthesis purposes because of no inter- and intraview consistency of depth maps. Estimated depth maps are
highly noised.

The second group of depth estimation techniques is based
on global optimization algorithms (e.g. Graph Cut [10] or
Belief Propagation [11]). In performed optimization an
objective function is usually expressed as a sum of previously
described similarity metric and smoothness between
neighboring points, summarized for all points of all acquired
views [10]. This approach results in much higher quality of
estimated depth maps than in local estimation methods,
preservation of consistency between cameras and a smooth
depth on surfaces of objects [2]. Naturally, the optimization
process is very time consuming, especially when performed
for a great number of high resolution cameras. Estimation for
decimated images reduces complexity of a problem but
estimated depth maps have to be additionally upsampled and
refined in post-processing.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Assumptions for the technique
First of all, the method of depth map upsampling and
refinement has to increase a depth map resolution to the
resolution of acquired views. Moreover, the designed method
has to guarantee the shifting of depth map edges to correct
positions. Depth map edge displacement errors, which are the
effect of low resolution estimation or depth oversmoothing,
highly reduce a subjective quality of the virtual view
synthesis. Furthermore, the smooth depth of planes, which are
usually already present in low resolution depth maps, should
be preserved in upsampled image. On the other hand, if an
area of a depth map is noised though should be smooth, the
incorrect depths should be corrected.
B. The main idea
In the first step, an acquired view corresponding to the
actually processed depth map is segmented using superpixel
segmentation [12]. For each segment a neighborhood from
adjacent similar segments (in terms of their color) is created.
In the neighborhood of the segment the depth median is
calculated. Subsequently, a depth of each point is compared to
the median depth of the neighborhood of corresponding
segment. If a difference between depth of point and median
depth is too high (threshold is based on the spatial resolution
of depth map), then for processed point a depth is changed to
median depth of the neighborhood. The last step of the depth
processing is bilateral filtering which ensures removal of
remaining depth map errors.

C. Segmentation
Used method of segmentation should most of all preserve
edges of image. Segments size has to be managable in order to
achieve possibility of simultaneous correction of erroneously
estimated fragments of depth map and preservation of smooth

gradients on surfaces. The method has to additionally
guarantee full automation of the process and reasonable time
of computation. As [12] concludes, the superpixel
segmentation
method
SLIC
ensures
fulfillment
of aforementioned requirements.
V. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The described method of the depth map upsampling and
refinement was proposed during a development of FTV
system with sparse arrangement of cameras [8]. As the first
results show [13], if the cameras are distributed as a set of
camera pairs, the quality of virtual view can be substantially
increased. Non-uniform arrangement of cameras allows joins
advantages of small base (less occlusions) and large base (high
spatial resolution of depth map). However, errors resulting
from the estimation of a depth map in low resolution still
remain. Hence, we propose the new method of depth map
upsampling and refinement.
VI. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method of depth maps upsampling and refinement an
experiment was performed. Test sequences set consisted of
5 sequences: 3 natural sequences in 1920×1080 resolution
(Poznan_Fencing2, Poznan_Blocks2, Poznan_Service2 [14])
and 2 synthetic ones in 1280×768 resolution (Big Buck Bunny
Flowers and Big Buck Bunny Butterfly [15]). For each of test
sequences 4 views arranged in two pairs on an arc of 15
degrees between a pair were used. First of all, for chosen
views the depth maps were estimated in resolution four times
lower than the original one, with multi-view depth estimation
algorithm [8]. In the next step, estimated depth maps were
upsampled and refined with the proposed method. The last
step was bilateral filtering of maps.

Due to the absence of ground truth depth maps for natural
sequences, the quality of depth maps was estimated indirectly
through the virtual view synthesis. The synthesis of virtual
view placed in real view positions was done using two
neighboring views and their corresponding depth maps. The
resulting virtual view was compared with real view using
PSNR metric (for luminance). For each sequence two
syntheses were done: from view 0 and 2 to position of
view 1 and from view 1 and 3 to position of view 2. The final
quality was the result of average of quality of these two
syntheses.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 1 presents fragments of originally estimated depth
maps and depth maps after each of 2 steps of the proposed
method: upsampling with refinement and bilateral filtering.
Depth maps are presented with a corresponding fragment of
view. Presented fragments of depth maps show that after the
process of upsampling and refinement the edges of depth maps
are better fitted to their correct positions, namely to positions
of edges present in the acquired scenes. The depth of planar
surfaces are still smooth, outlier points are removed. As it was
shown in Fig. 2, better quality of depth maps in neighborhood
of edges highly reduces synthesis artifacts unpleasant for
a viewer of free navigation video.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of acquired views fragments (a) to estimated depth maps (b),
depth maps after upsampling and refinement (c) and depth maps after bilateral filtering (d).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of acquired views fragments to fragments synthesized using: (a) estimated depth maps (b),
depth maps after upsampling and refinement (c) and after bilateral filtering (d).

Table I and Figure 3 present results of objective quality
assessment. For all test sequences the quality of virtual views
was higher after depth map upsampling and refinement. The
difference in PSNR is not high because the proposed method
improves the quality of depth map edges, which usually
constitute a low percentage of the depth map area.

lower in each direction than the original. The possibility of
depth maps estimation for decimated resolution significantly
reduces required time of computation, which is one of the last
obstacles in further development of practical FTV systems.

TABLE I.
VIRTUAL VIEW SYNTHESIS QUALITY USING
A) ESTIMATED DEPTH MAPS, B) DEPTH MAPS WITH UPSAMPLING AND REFINING
C) DEPTH MAPS WITH UPSAMPLING, REFINING AND BILATERAL FILTERING
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